HONORS DISTINGUISHED SPEAKER SERIES

The NAU Honors Distinguished Speaker Series showcases inspired thinkers from all disciplines addressing issues of vital community interest. The presentations will engage and enlighten students and community members about critical issues facing the region, the nation, and the world.

MARCH 9
Wednesday | 7PM
Cline Library Assembly Hall

You and Your Data: Becoming a Digital Citizen
Dr. Bertrand Cambou, Professor of Applied Physics and Materials Science, NAU
Gregg Davis, CEO at Alagen, LLC
Dr. Paul Flikkema, Gumerman Professor of Honors and Professor of Electrical Engineering, NAU
Dr. Jiun-Yi Tsai, Assistant Professor of Communication, NAU
Michael Zimmer, Director of Information Technology, NAU

APRIL 6
Wednesday | 7PM
Cline Library Assembly Hall

Thirty Years of Entrepreneurship; or, How to Succeed While Failing Fast and Often
Dr. John Shufeldt, Founder/CEO, Tribal EM
Author of Entrepreneur Rx: The Physician’s Guide to Starting a Business

APRIL 20
Wednesday | 7PM
Cline Library Assembly Hall

Immigration at the Southern Border: Challenges, Obstacles, and Optimism
Laura Tuell, Firmwide Pro Bono Partner, Jones Day®

Presentations are open to the community
nau.edu/honors/events